
REEL IN THE BIG GAME PRIZES!

Go big game, big prize �shing in 4 FANTASTIC FISH, featuring 4ThePlayer's Cash Ways mechanic and

prizes up to 15,000x your bet!

Fish symbols create ways wins with cash prizes – the prizes grow bigger and bigger left to right, with

4 Big Game Jackpots: BIG, SUPER, MEGA, and ULTRA! Jackpots are not progressive and compliant in

all markets!

Lock and collect Fish cash prizes in the Respin bonus – how many Fish symbols can you catch? Fill up

a reel and the Shark will combine the prizes and multiply by 2x, freeing up space to catch more �sh!

Watch out for the Giant Squid, which will swap Fish in the base game and in the Respin bonus to

create bigger wins!

Reel in the biggest prizes the ocean has to offer – can you �nd the biggest catch of the day?
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ID: 10235

Key selling points

Classic �shing themed game with a big game ocean �shing angle.

Win cash symbols as a way win! Bigger prizes are or later reels which are more dif�cult to win but

spin in regularly.

Includes 4 levels of Big Game Jackpot Fish with various large �xed prizes on reel 6!

Trigger the respin feature to lock and win cash symbols! Fill a reel and it will be multiplied and

cleared by the shark!

Find the squid in the base game or the feature to swap cash symbols to form new wins!

Paylines

4,096

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.10 - €80

Default coin range

0.10 - 80

Default max multiplier

X 15,000
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Global release

JUNE 6, 2022

RTP

86%

HIT Frequency

20.16%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

€15,000



Target demographic

All the fans of 4ThePlayer.com’s popular 9k Yeti.

Players who love great win potential in both the base game and free spins with frequent Epic wins

and features.

Fans of high volatility slots, lots of Ways to Win, and a high max win multiplier.

Fans of �shing themed games.

Fans of cash respin features, looking for the kind of unique twist that only 4ThePlayer can bring!
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Game features

Respin Bonus

3-6 Bonus Scatters will trigger the Respin

bonus. The reels that the scatters land on are

opened, the other reels are closed. Any �sh

that land on reels on the triggering spin

(including reels which scatters are not on) are

locked in for the start of the bonus. The

scatters will disappear from the open reels

before Respin bonus starts. All symbols

positions will spin to see if a �sh lands within

them. On open reels a �sh spun in will lock

and will paid at the end of the bonus. On

closed reels �sh will not lock and are not paid

at the end of the bonus (they are just to show

what could be won on those reels) Scatters

can land on closed reels and will open them.

Scatters cannot land on open reels. The player
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has 3 lives which are decremented on each

respin round when no �sh appear on open

reels (including scatters which open reels) and

are reset to 3 when they do. When no more

lives, bonus ends and player wins all �sh

locked in view.

Big Game Jackpot Fish

Big Game Jackpot Fish can land on reel 6.

There are 4 levels of Jackpot Fish. These pay

out �xed prizes if they form a way win with

other cash symbols.
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Buy Feature

Choose to instantly play the Respin Bonus.

Shark Feature

During the Respin bonus, if a reel �lls up with

�sh, a shark will swim up the reel. It will eat all

of the �sh and leave a Skeleton on the top

position, adding all of the cash prizes from the

�sh together and applying a x2 multiplier to

the total. This can happen multiple times on

each reel!
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Giant Squid

A giant squid can rearrange cash �sh symbols

to create or improve wins on any random spin.

In the base game, it will swap positions of cash

�sh symbols with other symbols to create or

improve a cash �sh win. In the respin bonus, it

may move a cash �sh symbol from a closed

reel position to an open one which will lock it

in place to be paid at end of the bonus.

Cash Ways

Cash symbols spin in as normal symbols on

every reel. They increase in average value from

left to right (not speci�ed to the player in

game), and pay out as their cash values if they

form a way win.
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Game rules

INTRODUCTION

4 Fantastic Fish is a 6-reel, 4,096 Ways slot created by 4ThePlayer.com. Ways slots remove paylines

to make it easier to see the wins. A win is formed from consecutive symbols starting from the �rst

reel.

Fish for the biggest prizes in the sea by catching Fish symbols, which pay out as way wins and

might land you 1 of 4 jackpot prizes! Reel in 3 Respin scatters to win the Respin Bonus and net as

many Fish symbols as you can – watch out for the shark who will collect and multiply your wins!

Will you get a helping hand from the squid in either the main game or Respin bonus, as it swaps

�sh to create more wins?

HOW TO PLAY?

The player chooses their bet amount using the + and – buttons. All wins are multiplied by the bet.

For details on win payouts see the game paytable.

To play the game, the player presses the SPIN BUTTON. If playing on PC and if enabled in the game

options menu, the space bar can also be used to spin the reels.

Winning symbols are raised over the reels when the spin stops.
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Wins pay from left to right.

SYMBOLS

WILD

The Wild symbol substitutes for every symbol apart from scatters.

RESPIN SCATTER

3 or more Respin scatters in view will award the Respin Bonus. Respin scatters can land on any reel.

CASH WAYS

Fish symbols can land in view on any reel. Fish symbols land with cash prizes attached to them,

and can win as per any other normal way win, on adjacent reels from left to right. When a win

occurs, any Fish symbols involved in the win will award the total prize shown on the symbol.

BIG GAME JACKPOT FISH
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Big Game Jackpot Fish can land on reel 6. They will award one of 4 large jackpot prizes if they are

involved in a Fish symbol way win.

RESPIN BONUS

3 or more Respin scatters in view will award the Respin Bonus. Each reel that a scatter lands on will

be open; all other reels will be closed.

Any Fish symbols that land on the triggering spin will be locked on the reels, regardless of whether

they land on a reel that is open or closed.

All symbol positions will spin and any new Fish symbols that land on open reels will be locked in

place. Fish symbols that land on closed reels will not be locked.

If a Respin scatter lands on a closed reel, that reel will be opened for subsequent respins. Respin

scatters cannot land on already open reels.

The player will have 3 respins. If a new Fish symbol is locked in place or a Respin scatter opens up a

closed reel on a respin, the number of remaining respins will be reset to 3.

When the player runs out of respins, the bonus is over and the cash prizes from all Fish symbols

that were locked to open reels will be awarded.
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SHARK FEATURE

If an open reel is completely �lled with locked Fish symbols, a shark will swim up that reel and

collect the cash prizes from all of the Fish symbols. The total prize will be multiplied by 2x and held

in the top position of the reel; the other reel positions will then be reopened for new Fish symbols

to land in.

GIANT SQUID BONUS

On any spin, the Giant Squid might appear and rearrange Fish symbols.

MAIN GAME

The Squid might swap symbols to create or improve a Fish symbol win.

RESPIN BONUS

The Squid might move a Fish symbol from a closed reel to an open reel to lock it in place.
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BUY FEATURE

Playing Buy Feature will trigger a Respin feature.

Buy Feature is played at 60x the player’s total bet.

Buy Feature can only be activated in the base game.

HOW TO CALCULATE A WIN WITH 4,096 WAYS

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of a symbol, the win will be multiplied.

Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal payout multiplier.

For example, if the �rst reel contains 2 symbols, second reel 3 symbols and third reel 2 symbols, the

paytable value is multiplied by 2 x 3 x 2 = 12.

Simultaneous or coinciding wins on different ways are added

AUTOPLAY

Autoplay allows the player to play without pressing spin. To open Autoplay, press the AUTOPLAY

button (the small button with 4 arrows and a play icon in the middle).
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The player can choose the number of spins, loss limit, and single win limit. The spins will

automatically stop when the chosen number is reached or when the loss limit or single win limit is

hit.

When Autoplay is active, the AUTOPLAY button becomes a STOP button which displays the

number of remaining spins. Press the STOP button to stop Autoplay spins.
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Payout

High symbols

6 - €100

5 - €50

4 - €30

3 - €10

6 - €40

5 - €30

4 - €15

3 - €5

6 - €40

5 - €30

4 - €15

3 - €5

6 - €30

5 - €20

4 - €10

3 - €4

6 - €30

5 - €20

4 - €10

3 - €4

Low symbols

6 - €25

5 - €15

4 - €7

3 - €3

6 - €25

5 - €15

4 - €7

3 - €3

6 - €20

5 - €12

4 - €5

3 - €2
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6 - €20

5 - €12

4 - €5

3 - €2

6 - €15

5 - €10

4 - €5

3 - €2
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Balance - Displays your account balance.A -
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Options Panel

Win - Displays your win for the last played game round.B -

Bet - Displays the value of your total bet per game.C -

Bet Down Button - Lowers your total bet per game.D -

Bet Up Button - Raises your total bet per game.E -

Spin Button - Starts the game.F -

Autoplay menu - If Autoplay is enabled, opens the Autoplay menu to set up and play

automatic spins.

G -

Options menu - Opens the game menu, where you can view the paytable and game rules, or

view your play history.

H -

Buy Feature - Opens the Buy Feature menu, to select from 1 of 2 Buy Feature modes.I -
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Sounds - Displays your account balance.A -

Paytable - Opens the paytable, for information about how much each symbol pays and the

game features.

B -

Autoplay - If Autoplay is enabled, opens the Autoplay menu to set up and play automatic spins.C -

Press Space to Spin Reels - Enables or disables ability to play the game by pressing the Space

Bar.

D -
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History - If this feature is enabled, you may review and replay your last 10 game rounds.E -

Game Rules - Find out the rules of the game.F -
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Additional information

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

Ways slots remove paylines to make it easier to see the wins. A win is formed from consecutive

symbols starting from the �rst reel.

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of a symbol, the win will be multiplied.

Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal payout multiplier.

For example, if the �rst reel contains 2 symbols, second reel 3 symbols and third reel 2 symbols, the

paytable value is multiplied by 2 x 3 x 2 = 12.

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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